Correlation of the structural and ferromagnetic properties of Ga$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$N grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
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Abstract

Metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) has been used to grow high-quality epitaxial films of Ga$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$N of varying thickness and manganese doping levels. No macroscopic second phases were observed via high resolution X-ray diffraction. Atomic force microscopy revealed MOCVD-like step flow growth patterns with a mean surface roughness as low as 3.78 Å in lightly doped samples, and matched that of the underlying GaN template layers. No change in the growth mechanism and morphology with Mn incorporation is observed. A uniform Mn concentration in the epitaxial layers is confirmed by secondary ion mass spectrometry. SQUID measurements showed an apparent RT ferromagnetic hysteresis with saturation magnetizations as high as 2.4 $\mu_B$/Mn at $x = 0.008$, which decreases with increasing Mn incorporation or reduced structural quality. Co-doping with either Si or Mg during the resulting growth process resulted in a large decrease in the saturation magnetization values. Competition for incorporation between Mn and Mg during the MOCVD growth process is observed.
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1. Introduction

Nitride-based ferromagnetic (FM) semiconductors have been the subject of interest for the past half-decade for potential applications within the field of spintronics, which seeks to exploit both the spin and charge of an electron for improved or novel device functionalities [1]. For practical applications, materials which are both compatible with traditional semiconductor electronics and can support the storage and/or transport of spins at room temperature (RT) are required. The latter stipulation demands that the Curie temperature of the material used be greater than RT, which is problematic in the well-established III–V diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) such as Ga$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$As which have Curie temperatures well less than 200 K.

Using the fundamental assumptions that FM in the III–V semiconductors is mediated by the charge carriers within the system, theoretical predictions have suggested that this may be able to be pushed above RT in wide band gap DMS [2]. Curie temperatures up to 940 K have been reported in Ga$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$N [3] in materials produced by a number of different growth techniques including ion implantation [4], molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [5], and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [6]. In contrast to the production of Ga$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$As, growth has been at temperatures approaching the normal GaN growth temperatures. For the nitrides, there is a trade-off between
preventing the formation of magnetic second phases during the growth and production of material that is of sufficient quality for doping and device applications.

This observation is problematic in light of a more thorough analysis of the prevailing theories for FM in DMS. There are numerous reports of RT FM which do not meet the original criteria for Mn and hole concentration of 5% and 10\(^20\) holes/cm\(^3\), respectively. This has led to alternate suggestions of the FM origin observed in these samples, including FM Mn-rich second-phase precipitation [7], artifacts of the magnetization measurement process [8], or clusters of Mn within the semiconductor lattice [9]. Other theories suggest FM may still be possible, although there is some controversy about the anticipated Curie temperature. In the nitrides, Mn is a well-established deep trap, and thus the d-states should be highly localized within the band gap [10]. Double exchange d–d exchange interactions have been suggested as an alternate mechanism of FM [11], though this interaction is short-ranged and should not lead to RT FM in the dilute limit [12]. Another theory suggests that FM is stabilized within a spin-split impurity band which may be related to extended defects in the wide band gap DMS [13]. Recent observations suggest that the FM observed in the related material Ga\(_{1-x}\)Mn\(_x\)P [14] is concomitant with a detached but shallow impurity band [15].

In order to determine the origins of FM in the nitrides and develop these materials for spintronic devices, it is crucial to understand how the non-equilibrium crystal growth techniques affect the Mn distribution, structural properties and resulting electrical and magnetic properties of the material. The role of defects will be particularly important, as compensation effects may play a crucial role in the electrical and magnetic behavior. This paper investigates these effects during the MOCVD growth of Ga\(_{1-x}\)Mn\(_x\)N.

2. Experimental procedure

In this work, Ga\(_{1-x}\)Mn\(_x\)N films were grown in a highly modified commercial rotating-disk reactor with a short jar configuration. A specially designed reactant injection system with dual injector blocks is used to minimize pre-reactions of the gallium and manganese precursors in the transport phase. Mn concentrations up to \(\sim\)2% were obtained in the epilayers by controlling the molar flow ratios of the precursors. All films were grown on 2\(^\circ\) sapphire (0001) substrates, indicating the scalability of this for potential future device applications. Initially, GaN buffer layer templates with a thickness of 1–2μm were grown, followed by Ga\(_{1-x}\)Mn\(_x\)N at temperatures of 900 and 1050 °C of varying thicknesses ranging from 300 to 1000 nm. Some films were grown without these template layers, using low Mn doping levels within the buffer layer. Some samples were subsequently annealed face-down on GaN templates in a flowing nitrogen ambient at temperatures ranging from 700 to 900 °C. Ammonia, trimethyl gallium (TMG), trimethyl aluminum (TMA) and bis-cyclopentadienyl manganese (Cp\(_2\)Mn), bis-cyclopentadienyl magnesium (Cp\(_2\)Mg) and silane (SiH\(_4\)) were used as the nitrogen, metal and dopant sources. A subsequent characterization performed included high-resolution X-ray diffraction (Philips X’Pert Pro diffractometer) secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) (Atomika Instruments Ionmicroprobe A-DIDA 3000), atomic force microscopy (AFM) (PSIA XE-100), and low- and high-temperature magnetometry (Quantum Design MPMS 5S SQUID magnetometer and Lakeshore 7404 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer).

3. Results and discussion

The as-grown films are specular and have a reddish color which depends on the doping level of the Mn, as well as the thickness of the Mn-containing layers. High resolution X-ray diffraction scans perpendicular to the substrate plane revealed only the basal plane reflections of GaN and the sapphire substrate, as would be expected for an epitaxial film. In optimally grown samples at less than 2% Mn incorporation, no second phases are visible. However, with increasing annealing, second phases do appear in the X-ray diffraction scans and most closely index to the antiferromagnetic phase GaMn\(_2\)N, most likely on the surface. X-ray diffraction line widths of the \(\alpha\)-2θ scans are approximately 170 arcsec for the (002) reflection and 500 arcsec for the (102) reflections under the optimal growth conditions. The addition of Si or Mg to the growth process did not change the line widths of the symmetric reflections significantly. The lattice parameter of the thin films could not be distinguished from that of the underlying template layer, even for films grown using Mn in the buffer layer and no GaN template layer.

AFM was used to investigate the surface morphology of the as-grown samples. Fig. 1 shows AFM images for samples grown at temperatures within and below the optimum growth temperature window. In the first image of a typical Mn-doped layer, clear step-flow atomic growth steps typical of standard two-dimensional MOCVD growth are seen. There appears to be no change of the growth mode with small Mn alloying concentration during the growth. The surface roughness varied from sample to sample, between 3 and 11 Å in the Mn doped samples, though this is almost entirely dependent on the roughness of the GaN template layer. If the temperature is varied low outside the normal growth window, the surface morphology roughens considerably, and hexagonal type temperature defect facets are clearly evident due to the lower surface diffusion rates of the adatoms. Upon high-temperature annealing in a non-reactive environment, the surface roughens and there is some clustering or phase decomposition occurring at the surface. This is coincident with a decrease in the observed magnetization signal, as is the case with samples grown at lower temperatures.
Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) and vibrating sample (VSM) magnetometry were performed to determine the macroscopic magnetic properties of the MOCVD-grown Ga_{1-x}Mn_xN films. FM hysteresis was recorded in the as-grown Ga_{1-x}Mn_xN films. Fig. 2 shows representative magnetization behavior of these samples. There is little deviation for the hysteresis curves at 300 and 5 K, indicating that the hysteresis is likely due to a phase with a high Curie temperature ($T_C > 400$ K). The highest saturation magnetization of the as-grown Ga_{1-x}Mn_xN samples with $x = 0.008$ is 11.6 emu/cm$^3$ which, based on the expected doping levels associated with the precursor molar flows, corresponds to a magnetic moment of 2.4$\mu_B$/Mn. A weaker FM signature per Mn is observed with increasing doping, and some non-optimally grown samples have magnetization values that are an order of magnitude weaker, likely due to electronic compensation effects. The coercivity of the films is between 40–70 Oe in all cases. When the MOCVD-grown samples are co-doped with silicon, a significant drop in the magnetization of the samples occurs, and is nearly destroyed with doping concentrations greater than $10^{19}$/cm$^3$ Si. A comparison of the zero field- and field-cooled magnetization versus temperature curves as a function of Si co-doping are shown in Fig. 3. Two observations are readily apparent: with increasing Si doping, the saturation magnetization of the samples drops considerably. Secondly, that at intermediate doping levels, there is a large splitting in the zero field-cooled and field-cooled temperature-dependent magnetization curves. This leads to the observation of a non-existent hysteresis in SQUID $M$ vs. $H$ curves at 5 K if not cooled under an applied field, while those at RT show much more pronounced magnetization. The origin of this observed paramagnetic behavior in the more strongly Si-doped samples, whether related to a reduced magnetic interaction of magnetic clusters, weakened communication between isolated magnetic centers through electronic transport or an experimental artifact is still under investigation. A decrease is also observed in the magnetic behavior with Mg co-doping, as shown in the VSM data in Fig. 2. In the case of the p-type GaMnN:Mg, almost no hysteresis is observed. Mg introduction requires annealing to activate the acceptors. However, at the elevated temperatures required for activation, strong surface decomposition through the creation of nitrogen vacancies or secondary phases is known to occur [16]. Almost no change in the magnetization is observed after annealing, indicating acceptor activation is not strong enough to overcome self-compensation occurring during the growth process.

The origin of the variation in magnetization strength with varying doping level and p-type and n-type doping is still under debate. One school of thought suggests that this variation is due to the depopulation of an impurity band [17]: the location of this band relative to the conduction and valence bands may be anywhere between 1.4 [18] and 1.8 eV [19] above the valence band. Based on the double exchange model, an increase in the hole concentration is
predicted to lead to an increase in the Curie temperature and magnetization [20], as should light p-type doping in the cases of an impurity band. This is clearly not the case in these films, and may be a result of overcompensation and structure degradation at the high doping level in the growth process. Another suggestion regarding the effects of the various dopants is that they cause Fermi level-dependent changes in the diffusion of the material [21]. This would foster different diffusion rates in the material and result in enhanced clustering and/or FM second phase formation.

Diffusion studies performed on the materials in this study are as yet inconclusive on the differences in Mn diffusion in n-type and undoped GaN via bulk diffusion. An analogous surface diffusion-related effect may be observed on the surface during the growth process, due to anti-surfactant effects. Si is a well-know anti-surfactant in GaN growth and reduces the overall diffusion lengths by providing additional nucleation sites for film growth. Under sufficient flows of silane, the MOCVD growth mode has been reported to shift from a two-dimensional to three-dimensional growth [22]. The large ZFC/FC splittings observed in the magnetization studies may be related to this transition in the growth scheme and reduced Mn cluster size Mn–Mn interactions owing to the Si anti-surfactant effect; this hypothesis is currently under further investigation. Nucleation studies for Ga1−xMnxN reported elsewhere in this issue suggest that Mn may also have an anti-surfactant effect [23].

SIMS was used to investigate the effects of growth process and doping on the incorporation of Mn and other elements into the lattice. Compositional and thickness fluctuations are observed over the area of the wafer, due to local variations in the temperature and the flow patterns of the inlet precursor gases. Fig. 4 shows the measured Mn concentration as a function of Mg concentration in the films for a constant flow of Mn gas. The values for the concentrations were calculated using a known ion implantation standard which was measured in parallel to these samples. As the Mg flow rate is increased, there is a large decrease in the Mn concentration. This is not altogether unexpected, as the precursors for Mn and Mg are identical except for the metal within the metalorganic source. The reduced Mn concentration should lead to a corresponding decrease in the overall magnetization, but in this case the magnetization completely disappears. The concentration of Mg is an order of magnitude lower than for the Mn, so it is impossible for this concentration of acceptors to completely depopulate the Mn impurity levels, and should not result in a significant lowering of the Fermi energy, which suggests that the reduced magnetization does not originate from this drifting outside the band on the low side. A similar SIMS profile for the Si co-doped samples does not show the same systematic drop in Mn concentration with increasing n-type doping.

4. Conclusion

Ga1−xMnxN films were grown by MOCVD and exhibited similar structural properties and surface morphology to GaN films. A strong magnetic hysteric signal was observed in some films, and both Mg and Si type co-dopants were found to remove the magnetic behavior. An unusual deviation in the field-cooled and zero field-cooled magnetization spectra was observed with Si co-doping. SIMS measurements indicated that under the growth conditions employed in this study, Mg and Mn are competitive for lattice incorporation in GaN. These results suggest that while there are no macroscopic changes in the MOCVD growth process resulting in the incorporation of Mn, the surface thermodynamics and kinetics during

![Fig. 3. Field-cooled (upper) and zero field-cooled (lower) magnetization curves for Ga1−xMnxN with various silicon co-doping levels.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Mn incorporation as a function of increasing Mg level in MOCVD-grown Ga1−xMnxN.](image2)
growth and annealing may play the dominant role in the ultimate behavior of the material.
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